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Abstract During the last ten years, Online Social Net-

works (OSNs) have increased their popularity by be-

coming part of the real life of users. Despite their tremen-

dous widespread, OSNs have introduced several privacy

issues as a consequence of the nature of the information

involved in these services. Indeed, the huge amount of

private information produced by users of current OSNs

expose the users to a number of risks. The analysis of

the users’ similarity in OSNs is attracting the attention

of researchers because of its implications on privacy and

social marketing. In particular, the homophily between

users could be used to reveal important characteristics

that users would like to keep hidden, hence violating

the privacy of OSNs’ users. Homophily has been well

studied in existing sociology literature, however, it is

not easily extensible in OSNs due to the lack of real
datasets. In this paper, we propose an analysis of sim-

ilarity of social profiles in terms of movie preferences.

Results reveal the presence of homophily between users

and its dependence from the tie strength. Moreover, we

show that it is possible to profile a user (in our case

by considering the age attribute) by exploiting movie

preferences.
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1 Introduction

Online Social Networks (OSNs) [6] are the most popular

online applications that have changed the way of how

people interact between them. During the years, OSNs

have invaded the human life becoming the first way to

share personal data. Current OSNs services are imple-

mented by mainly exploiting two different architectural

style. The most popular OSNs (such as Facebook, Twit-

ter, or Google+) are based on a centralized architecture

where the service provider stores and controls all the

users’ information. A huge amount of privacy problems
have been arisen by centralized OSNs because data that

users want to share with their friends are exploited by

the service provider for different purposes, such as viral

marketing, target advertising, instant advertising, rec-

ommendation, or censorship. To overcome these privacy

issues, OSNs based on decentralized architecture have

been proposed. Decentralized Online Social Networks

(DOSNs) [10] are made up of a set of peers, such as a

network of trusted servers, a P2P system or an oppor-

tunistic network, which collaborate with each other in

order to provide social services.

In all the previous cases, measuring the degree of

homophily between users (or similarity) plays a funda-

mental role because it reveals group of users exposing

similar characteristics. Homophily [23] is the principle

that similar users interact and share contents more of-

ten than other users. Indeed, users tend to bond more

with users who have similar interests and several stud-

ies [14, 3, 13] have shown that homophily between users

can impacts the predictability of the users’ profiles and
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it can be successfully used for link prediction [30] and

to perform product/item recommendation [7]. For in-

stance, authors of [26] show that multiple attributes of

the users’ profile can be inferred from users by exploit-

ing homophily with other users, when at least 20% of

the users reveal their attribute information. In addition,

the homophily is an indicator of how fast the informa-

tion spreads among users and it can be exploited either

to limit or to speed up the dissemination of information

to the users having common interests.

In our previous study [13], we provided a prelimi-

nary analysis of the homophily in Facebook which con-

siders the movie preferences of users. The proposed

analysis uncovers interesting aspects related to the im-

pact of the homophily on the movie preferences exposed

by users and would add great value to the research on

this field. Inspired by the promising results of our pre-

vious work, in this paper we investigate the homophily

more in detail by focusing on a user-centric point of

view. We provide a better understanding of the ho-

mophily between users and their friends by consider-

ing movie preferences and the profile information of the

users. In particular, we introduce several further con-

tributions that are highlighted in the following:

– First of all, we discuss the procedures adopted to in-

crease the quality of data and to obtain more accu-

rate information related to users’ movie preferences.

– We exploit several distance measures in order to bet-

ter quantify either the similarity between the movie

preferences specified by two users or the similarity

between two Facebook movie pages.

– A third contribution of this paper is the study of

the macroscopic characteristics of similar groups of

users in OSNs. In particular, we study the homophily

of such groups by observing the implication on the

age of the users’ groups.

– Another novel contribution is the evaluation of the

homophily from a local point of view. In particu-

lar, we investigate if friends in an ego network with

higher tie strengths have more impact on the movie

preferences of the ego.

– To our best knowledge, we are the first to apply

the Dunbar’s model for evaluating the homophily

between a user and groups of distinct friends.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section

2 describes the current proposals in both the DOSNs

fields and the homophily in OSNs. In Section 3 we ex-

plain the impact of homophily on privacy in OSNs’

services. In Section 4, we introduce the structure of

our Facebook ego networks. In Section 5 we introduce

the Facebook dataset used for our experiments and the

preparation of such dataset. In Section 6 we describe

the procedure we have exploited to discover homophily.

We show in Section 7 the evaluation of the homophily

and the validation of the results. In Section 8, we study

the homophily by considering the age of users. Finally,

we terminate in Section 9 by drawing conclusions and

by discussing some future works.

2 Related work

Online Social Networks and Social Media in general

have been studied in detail as concern the problem of

privacy. Security and privacy issues concerning Online

Social Media, both decentralized and centralized, can

be summarized into three general categories:

– Privacy breaches [27]: this category contains all the

attacks that try to violate the privacy exploiting the

users’ data available in the system;

– Impersonation attacks [22]: identity violations and

creation of fake profiles used to access data which

are not public accessible;

– Viral Marketing [18]: this category includes spam-

ming attacks and phishing attacks used to dissemi-

nate unsolicited messages, or malicious software.

Viral marketing, in particular, is one of the main pri-

vacy issues. By considering both platforms, decentral-

ized and centralized, the similarity between users, named

homophily, has a strong impact on this specific privacy

issue. Homophily [23] is a well-known concept in Social

Networks; it means that similar individuals associate

with each other more often than others. Several studies

have been performed, and a detailed summary is shown

in [25]. Homophily can be observed in online platforms,
such as OSNs, using analytical techniques. However,

there have been very few studies that involved analysis

of OSNs to investigate the principle of homophily, prob-

ably for the lack of real OSNs datasets. Authors in [9]

study LiveJournal and Wikipedia users’ activities (such

as edits) to evaluate the similarity between individuals.

Simsek and Jensen [28] have proposed a technique ap-

plied in distributed systems, for navigating networks by

exploiting homophily. Results show that a simple prod-

uct of degree and homophily measures can be quite ef-

fective in guiding local search.

As concerns OSNs, in [5] authors proposed a systematic

approach to study homophily concept on two OSNs,

BlogCatalog and Last.fm. Another work [4] proposes an

analysis of Last.fm. Authors show a detailed study in

which they try to contrast online ties with offline links

and to predict both kinds of ties automatically. Indeed,

on Last.fm, users connect to online friends but also they

reveal their real-life by listing a set of events they phys-

ically co-attended. Authors investigate homophily with
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respect to demographic, structural and taste-related at-

tributes along online/offline ties, and if it is possible to

exploit the found similarities to predict the strength

of ties. An interested work, close to our analysis, is

proposed by [11]. The paper proposes an analysis of

ego networks in Twitter to find homophily by consid-

ering different attributes. Results show that for a few

attributes, there was a consistently high homophily. In

our paper, we tried to find homophily by considering

preference about movies expressed by Facebook users

and by clustering similar user profiles we tried to study

the age attribute. On Facebook, the study proposed

in [26] has demonstrated that with a little amount of

information, it is possible to infer user attributes. In-

deed, authors provide a study in which given data taken

from Facebook, they found that users are often friends

with other who share their attributes. This has concrete

consequences for privacy and anonymity, as we want to

prove in this paper. Finally, authors of [12] showed that

homophily can be discovered by evaluating temporal in-

formation of OSNs. Indeed, the availability patterns of

the egos and their alters increases when considering al-

ters which strong ties. In addition, alters of Dunbar’s

circles [21] have similar temporal patterns.

3 The impact of homophily on privacy in OSNs

Nowadays, OSN analysis attracted the attention of sev-

eral research communities and it is applied in differ-

ent scenarios. Indeed, the users that connect to the

OSNs produce a huge amount of information that can

be retrieved and exploited for different purposes. One

of the most interesting properties investigated by cur-

rent OSN services is the concept of homophily between

users. Homophily means that similar individuals asso-

ciate with each other more often than others and this

property is common to all OSNs because it is an in-

trinsic aspect of the users’ life. Indeed, several studies

have empirically proved the existence of homophily in

real OSNs, regardless of both the type of the service

and the architecture of each OSN [25, 14]. As a mat-

ter of fact, homophily has been investigated on differ-

ent dimensions of users’ life and the data produced by

users of the OSNs can be exploited to uncover com-

mon habits (e.g., temporal patterns, interaction pat-

terns, etc.) or similar preferences (e.g., interests, prod-

ucts, items, etc..) between users. For instance, the Face-

book’s users have a social profile which contains some

information represented by pages and groups (Figure 1)

which can be used to measure homophily between users.

Both a like operation on a Facebook page or the join to

a group gives an important information to the charac-

terization of a user. In addition, the homophily concept

Fig. 1 User’s profile overview.

has showed some relationship with trust because similar

users are more likely to establish trust relations while

trusted users are more similar [29]. For these reasons,

homophily in OSNs can impact the privacy of the users

in different ways.

For example, the homophily concept is widely ex-

ploited by instant advertising and massively target ad-

vertising to understand how the user’s friends impact

the predictability of his/her behaviour [14] or to per-

form product/item recommendation [7]. In addition,

this property is used by link prediction [30] and com-

munity detection [31] algorithms in order to find hidden

relationships between users of the OSNs. Recently, the

homophily concept has been studied in the context of

influence processes in OSNs in order to identify influ-

ential users who have maximum positive influence [32].

In all such cases, homophily is used to infer information

that users want to protect from their contacts, expos-

ing the users to a number of privacy risks, such as,

improper disclosure of personal information. As a re-

sult, it is essential to know whether homophily involves

other aspects of the user’s life (such as movies prefer-

ences, music preferences or books preferences) because

the knowledge of this information could be a threat

for the privacy of the users. Understanding homophily

can help in obfuscating these informations in order to

prevent information leakage and avoid predictability of

personal information.

4 The structure of Facebook ego networks

Ego Networks [17, 2] are a well studied model to repre-

sent Social Networks from a user’s point of view. The

Ego Network is a structure built around a user, called

ego, and it is made of his/her direct friends, known as

alters, and the existing ego-alter and alter-alter rela-

tions Fig. 2.
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Fig. 2 Ego network of a generic node (red node).

Formally, an ego network can be modeled as a sub-

graph of the whole social networks. Indeed, by consid-

ering that the whole graph is composed by V vertexes,

each single vertex u ∈ V can be seen as an ego and

EN(u) = (Vu, Eu) is the ego network of u where Vu =

{u}∪{v ∈ V |(u, v) ∈ E}, Eu = {(a, b) ∈ E|{a, b} ⊆ Vu}
and E is the set of edges present in the original graph.

N(u) = Vu − {u} is the set of adjacent nodes of u.

An interesting property of social networks concerns

the discovery of a strong relation between the amount

of cognitive resources and the number of social rela-

tionships an individual can actively manage. The hu-

man brain provides cognitive resources for maintaining

about 150 active social relationships, on the average

[15, 21]. This limit is popularly known as the Dunbar’s

number. Moreover, alters in the ego networks are hierar-

chical organized with respect to the strength of the ties.

People tend to maintain social relationships at differ-

ent levels of intimacy. There are a series of circles of al-

ters arranged in a hierarchical inclusive sequence based

on the level of intimacy. In detail, the innermost cir-

cle includes alters with a very strong relationship with

the ego. Instead, the outermost circle includes acquain-

tances, with a relatively weak relationship with the ego

(Figure 3). The scaling factor of the size of the circles

is close to 3. To evaluate the tie strength of a relation-

ship is used the minimum frequency of contact between

the ego and the alters. This important property of the

Social Network have been largely studied in Offline So-

cial Networks, and recently discovered also in Online

Social Networks [16, 1, 2]. As a consequence, decen-

tralized Dunbar-based solutions has been proposed in

DOSNs [20, 19, 8].

In this paper we evaluate the homophily between

users by exploiting the ego networks structure. Further-

more, by considering that the Dunbar property is often

found in Social Media, we try to find a correlation be-

tween the interests of users and the tie strength of a

relationship by studying the Dunbar’s circles.

Fig. 3 Representation of the circles in the Dunbar model.

5 The Facebook Dataset

Information about movie preferences of Facebook users

have been gathered by a Facebook application, called

SocialCircles!1, which exploits the Facebook API to re-

trieve social information about registered users. The

application was able to retrieve information about the

Ego Network of registered users, as explained in [12].

In detail, the application retrieved:

– Topology Information. We were able to obtain friends

of registered users and the friendship relations ex-

isting between them.

– Profile Information. We downloaded profile infor-

mation of registered users and their friends, such

as complete name, birthday, sex, current location,

hometown location, works, schools, user devices, movies,

music, books, interests and languages.

– Interaction Information. We collected information

about interactions between registered users and their

friends, such as posts, comments, likes, tags and

photo. Due to technical reasons (time needed to

fetch all data and storage capacity), we restrict the

interaction information retrieved up to 6 months

prior to user application registration.

The dataset contains 337 complete Ego Networks,

for a total of 144, 481 users (ego and their alters). The

sample obtained from Facebook consist of 213 males

and 115 females (while 9 users did not specify their gen-

der) with age between 15 and 79, having different edu-

cation, background and geographically location. We fo-

cus on the part of the profile which contains the movies

that the profile owner likes. About 77% and 58% of the

registered users and the registered users’ friends respec-

tively, exposes preferences about movies. The registered

users have, on average, 5 favorite movies while the users’

friends have about 8 favorite movies. The 90% of reg-

istered users have a fraction of friends without favorite

movies that do not exceed 0.6.

Our dataset contains 69, 519 movie titles. Each title

is referred to a Facebook movie page that one or more

1 http://social.di.unipi.it
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our users (registered and their friends) have added to

their profiles through the like button. Usually, titles in-

cludes several typos and they are written in several lan-

guages. One of the main problem is that a huge amount

of movie titles refers to same movies and titles are dif-

ferent for example, due to typos. A data preprocess-

ing phase has been executed to obtain a refined movies

dataset.

6 Discovering homophily

The aim of this paper is the evaluation of homophily

in a real Facebook dataset by considering the interest

of users expressed through “likes” to movie pages. Ho-

mophily between users in the same ego networks could

affect the problem of privacy because of the profiling of

users by exploiting profiles of friends.

The work has been logically divided into two phases:

during the first one, we refined the dataset through a

data preprocessing, instead during the second one, we

study homophily between users.

6.1 Data Preprocessing

The first step of the data preprocessing cleans dataset

by excluding all titles which are not referred to film or

contain no Latin characters. The total number of film

after this step was 61, 918.

The second step concerns the issue of duplicate Face-

book pages which refer to the same movie. In order to

discover pages which refer to the same movie we use a

set of similarity metrics based on string and the pub-

lic movies dataset MovieDB2. The similarity measures

are combined to exploit the main properties of each

of them. In particular, we use the following similarity

metrics:

Cosine Similarity (CS). It is a measure of similar-

ity between two non-zero vectors of an inner product

space that measures the cosine of the angle between

them. It is a common vector based similarity mea-

sure.

Levenshtein Similarity (LS). It is a metric for mea-

suring the difference between two sequences. When

we consider it as distance, it measures the minimum

number of single-character edits required to change

one word into the other. This metric is useful for

our goal because a huge amount of titles of pages

have typos and MovieDB is not able to recognize

the right film associated to the page.

2 https://www.themoviedb.org

Smith-Waterman Similarity (SW). It is a well-

known measure in the Edit-based similarity metrics.

It is an algorithm which try to find the best local se-

quence alignment by comparing segments of all pos-

sible lengths. This metric has been chosen because

it is often used to discover titles of pages whose title

is partially similar. For example, if we consider the

following different titles: ”Harry Potter” and ”Harry

Potter is beautiful”, this metric is able to return a

high similarity between the two titles.

The similarity measures we considered take as in-

put the field about containing the information (or title)

about the pages.

To exploit all the properties of the chosen similarity

metric, we combine the metrics as follows, in order to

obtain a global similarity measure between two Face-

book movie pages:

TitleSim = CS ∗ LS ∗ SW (1)

We computed the TitleSim measure for each pair of

pages. In this way we were able to cluster pages related

to the same movie, regardless of the typos or differences

in the title among pages. Cluster are computed by con-

sidering the TitleSim measure. In detail, for each title

we find all the other titles which have a TitleSim higher

than a threshold set to 0.3. We obtain 17185 clusters of

similar movie pages. Afterwards, clusters of pages have

been used to interrogate the MovieDB dataset. When a

query to MovieDB produces a reply, this reply is used

inside the cluster to classify the pages which does not

receive a response from MovieDB. Indeed, MovieDB is
not able to reply in the case of typos but the TitleSim

measure are able to understand which pages are similar.

At the end of this phase, we obtain the final dataset

used to execute our evaluation which contains 45,729

pages which have been enriched by attaching to each

page the genre of the corresponding movie taken from

MovieDB. The other pages (16,189) have not an associ-

ated genre, usually because MovieDB does not provide

a reply or the obtained genre is empty.

6.1.1 The MovieDB dataset

The Movie Database (TMDb) is an open database of

movies and television information concerning movies,

television shows, production companies, and individu-

als in the entertainment industry. The TMDb API is

a RESTful web service to obtain movie information.

All content and images on the site are contributed and

maintained by users.
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Fig. 4 Distribution of the movie genres.

7 Analysis of the dataset

In this section we show the evaluation of the similarity

between users concerning the movie genres. After the

preprocessing phase, explained in Section 6.1, we ob-

tain a dataset of 45,792 movie pages. Each page has an

associated genre obtained by using the TMDb API. We

exploited this information to categorize the users based

on their movie preferences.

7.1 Movie genres

We identify 25 genres including the genre unknown which

contains Facebook pages which are not classified by

MovieDB.

Figure 4 shows the distribution of the genres. The

majority of the pages are distributed among four prin-

cipal genres: Adventure, Drama, Action, and Comedy.

In particular, 20% of pages are classified as Adventure,

about 18% of pages are classified as Drama, and about

15% of pages are classified as Action and Comedy.

We represent the movie preferences of each user as

an array of 25 items, corresponding to the distinct gen-

res identified in the dataset. We investigate if users who

like a specific genre also like other genres as well, by

analyzing the correlation between genres liked by each

user. Figure 5 shows the correlation matrix between

movie genres liked by the users where color gradation

represents the strength of the correlation (strong corre-

lation corresponds to dark color). The matrix indicates

the presence of a higher correlation between Comedy

and Drama, but also Crime and Thriller with Drama.

We have also a high correlation between Action and

Adventure.
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7.2 Evaluation of the Homophily in Facebook

We start to study the homophily between a user and

his/her friends by considering the ego networks. We

evaluate the similarity between an ego node and his/her

alters by considering his/her ego network and by divid-

ing the alters into three different sets:

– Dunbar’s Friends. As explained in Section 4, Dunbar

explains that human brain has a cognitive limit to

the number of people with whom one can maintain

stable (active) social relationships. He studied that

humans can comfortably maintain only 150 stable

relationships. For these reasons, relationships are

classified according to the strength of the relation-

ship. In our dataset, the Dunbar friends of an ego

are the friends with whom the ego has a stronger re-

lation by taking into account the social interactions

(posts, comments, etc. . . ).

– No Dunbar’s Friends. The Dunbar’s Friends are lim-

ited to 150. The other alters contained in the ego

that are not in the first 150 alters are automatically

classified as no Dunbar’s Friends.

– All alters. This set contains all the alters in the ego

network of the users, i.e., the union of the Dunbar’s

Friends and the No Dunbar’s Friends.

Table 1 reports some statistics about the ego net-

works considered in our experiments. Ego networks have

on average 320 alters and the higher Standard Devia-

tion suggests more variation in the number of alters in

the ego networks. Indeed, the smallest ego network has

28 alters, instead the size of the largest one is 1,394.
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(c) Cosine similarity between the ego and all its friends.

Fig. 6 Similarity between users by considering the movie preferences

Table 1 Statistics of the ego networks.

Measure Value
Number of Ego Networks 229
Min Ego Network Size 28
Max Ego Network Size 1394
Mean Ego Network Size 320.707
St. Deviation Ego Net. Size 227.516

We evaluate the similarity between the movie pref-

erences of an ego and all its alters by using the Cosine

similarity. Figure 6(c) shows the Cumulative Frequency

Distribution (CDF) of the cosine similarity. About the

50% of egos have a similarity with their friends less than

0.4. However, more than the half of ego nodes show a

high similarity (between 0.4 and 0.6). This means that

the movie preference of an ego are similar to half of its

friends, which suggests the presence of a sort of influ-

ence.

We investigate in more details the similarity be-

tween the ego and the different sets of alters of the

ego network. Figure 6(a) shows the CDF of the similar-

ity between the egos and their Dunbar’s friends while

Figure 6(b) shows the similarity between the egos and

their No Dunbar’s friends. The plots clearly indicate

that users of the No Dunbar’s friends expose lower simi-

larity in terms of movie preferences. Indeed, about 50%

of egos show a similarity lower than 0.37 with its No

Dunbar’s friends. Instead, the similarity between the

movie preferences of the egos and those of their Dun-

bar’s friends is slightly higher, i.e., half of the users

show a similarity of about 0.4. This suggest that users

that frequently interact with each other expose a higher

level of similarity in terms of movie preference.

Considering that the half of ego nodes show a high

similarity, we decide to evaluate if there is a relation

between the cosine similarity computed by considering

all the friends and the cosine similarity computed on

both Dunbar or no Dunbar friends. We evaluate the

Pearson correlation shown in Table 2.

We can notice that there is a positive correlation

between the similarity computed by considering all the

friends and the cosine similarity computed by consid-

ering only Dunbar’s friends, and a positive but more

scattered correlation between the similarity computed
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Table 2 Pearson Correlation

Dunbar’s similarity NoDunbar’s Similarity Alters’ Similarity
Dunbar’s similarity 1 0.308 0.994
No Dunbar’s Similarity 0.308 1 0.287
Alters’ Similarity 0.994 0.287 1

by considering all friends and the similarity computed

on the set of no Dunbar’s friends. In addition, Table 2

indicates that users establish friendship relations with

alters having similar interests.

The obtained results show a correlation between tie

strength and user’s preferences. We evaluate more in

detail this correlation by studying the Dunbar’s circles.

The circles are inclusive, as explained in [16]. However,

we take into account circles as both inclusive and ex-

clusive, built by excluding the users contained into the

inner circles.

We divide alters into the four Dunbar’s circles and

we evaluate the cosine similarity between users inside a

circle. Usually, users have low values in the preferences

vector because the put a like only to a low number

of pages in of each category. We consider that these

low values can impact on the homophily by decreasing

the level of similarity. For this reason, we evaluate the

similarity between user by considering a threshold. The

thresholds have been used to put a value equals to 0

in each position of the vector where the corresponding

value is less than the threshold. We set the threshold to

0.05 because it results as a good trade-off by considering

all the values.

In Figure 7 we present our analysis on the Dun-

bar’s circles, both inclusive and exclusive. The analysis

shows that the more intern the circle is the more the
similarity increase. Indeed, users who belong to the in-

ner circles has a higher similarity between them with

respect the similarity of the users in the outer circles.

This result suggests that homophily strongly affects the

composition of the Dunbar’s circles and it is correlated

with the tie strength. In Figure 7(a), under the 40%

of similarity, the behaviour is similar to the opposite

due to the smaller dimension of inner circles respect to

the outermost one. A more distinct behaviour of each

circle is shown in Figure 7(b), where we consider only

the users in the specific circle. The 60% of users has

a similarity that respects the Dunbar’s circles, instead

the first part of the lines are overlapped due to the low

number of users in the inner circles, as described before.

Moreover, Figure 7 shows how the similarity is higher

by considering the inclusive Dunbar’s circles due to the

contribution of the inner circles. From the point of view

of the privacy of users, we demonstrate that there is

a strong correlation between homophily and similarity

of users’ profile, which can be a weak point in terms

Table 3 Age Clusters with the corresponding interval of age.

Cluster Low Value High Value
Cluster 0 28 35
Cluster 1 80 109
Cluster 2 50 79
Cluster 3 13 21
Cluster 4 36 49
Cluster 5 22 27

of privacy. We are not able to understand if the ho-

mophily is cause or consequence of the tie strength due

to the lack of information inside the dataset. However,

the homophily could be a cause of the tie strength be-

cause users with a similar profile tend to interact with

each other, or the homophily could be a consequence

of the tie strength which means that online platforms

can guide the rise of homophily by suggesting particular

information.

8 Homophily and the age attribute

One of the main problems concerning the privacy issue

is that homophily can reveal important attributes of the

user’s profile. In our case, we exploit the film pages of

Facebook and we compute cluster of users according to

their age attribute. We evaluate homophily inside each

cluster to understand if it is possible to retrieve infor-

mation about users by exploiting homophily. This study

has been executed outside the ego networks by consider-

ing the whole information of users. We use the k-means

algorithm [24] to obtain the cluster of users. K-means

executes an iterative procedure which classifies a given

set of data through a certain number of clusters fixed a

priori. The main idea is to define K centroids, one for

each cluster. To understand the right value of K, we

execute the k-means repeatedly by changing the value

of K, until the average square error seems to be stable.

We compute the Mean Square Error (MSE) which per-

mits us to estimate the right K value, and we choose K

equals to 6 (Figure 8).

Table 3 shows the obtained clusters and the mini-

mum and maximum age of the users of each cluster.

At the end of the first phase in which we compute

the 6 clusters, we evaluate the cosine similarity within

each cluster. Table 4 shows the results obtained.
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(b) Exclusive Dunbar’s circle with a threshold of 0.05 (CDF)

Fig. 7 Similarity by exploiting the Dunbar’s circles (CDF)

Fig. 8 Computation of the MSE.

Table 4 Cosine Similarity for each cluster

Min Max Avg St.Dev
Cluster0 0 1 0.26455564 0.3074781
Cluster1 0 1 0.2344554 0.30599057
Cluster2 0 1 0.13961 0.26568424
Cluster3 0 1 0.345162788 0.30753427
Cluster4 0 1 0.20616305 0.292033067
Cluster5 0 1 0.332689 0.31323947

Results show the lack of similarity between users in

the same clusters when we consider the whole dataset

(global view) instead of the ego networks (local view).

We have low values for each cluster and this means that

users having the same age do not necessarily share sim-

ilar movie preferences. Instead, users having similar age

expose heterogeneous behaviors in term of movie pref-

erences. In this case, we can say that it is a good point

in terms of privacy, because we are not able to retrieve

information about other users by considering the age of

users. Cluster 3 and 5 have the higher similarity value

and the intervals of these two clusters are small with

respect to the others. Probably, the obtained clusters

are too big and they cover a set of age that are not

similar.

The previous analysis aimed at understanding if users

with similar age expose the same movie preferences.

As a further analysis concerning the movie preferences,

we investigated in more detail if users with the same

movie interests have also similar ages. In contrast to

the previous analysis, which clusters users with respect

their ages, in this experiment we organize users in dif-

ferent clusters based on their movie preferences. We

removed from this set, the clusters having less than

two users and the clusters of users who have not spec-
ified any movie preference. In particular, we obtained

906 clusters which correspond to distinct movie pref-

erences where each cluster contains homogeneous users

who specified the same movie preferences. Figure 9(b)

shows the CDF of the number of users in each clus-

ter (Cluster size) while the associated 95% confidence

interval (C.I.) is reported in square brackets in the dis-

cussion below. The average number of users in each

cluster is about 52 [95% C.I. ±15.42]. However, we ob-

served that the distribution of clusters’ size is heavily

left skewed because the 50% of the clusters have less

than 9 users. Indeed, more than 75% of the users be-

long to clusters which have less than 1000 members. In

particular, the first 3 larger clusters contain about 20%

of the users of our dataset and they represent groups of

users who liked Drama movies (6.8%), Comedy movies

(7.3%), and both of them (6.6%). We showed in Fig-

ure 9(b) the difference between the age of the younger

and the oldest user in each cluster (Interval). The plot

clearly indicates that 50% of the clusters consist of users
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Fig. 9 Comparison between groups of users with similar movie preferences and the ages of these users.

whose age difference does not exceed 20 years.

The Figure 9(a) shows the cumulative distribution of

both the average age of cluster users (Avg age) and
the standard deviation (StdDev). The distribution is

almost normal because the mean and median values are

almost coincident (28 with 95% C.I. ±0.26). The aver-

age standard deviation value of 6 [95% C.I. ±0.34] sug-

gests strong similarity (in terms of age) between users of

the same cluster. To better show the characteristics of

each cluster, we plot in Figure 9(c) the average number

of user (Avg age), the standard deviation (StdDev), and

the distance between the younger and the oldest user

(Interval) for each cluster. The graph clearly shows that

a large portion of clusters (66%) has low variation of the

ages (that is less than 10). This low standard deviation

indicates that users with similar movie preferences tend

to be close in age. Furthermore, a higher variation of

the users’ ages (i.e., more than 20) is exposed by less

than 0.60% of the clusters.

9 Conclusion and Future Works

In this paper, we propose an analysis of homophily by

exploiting real data obtained from Facebook users. This

paper is an extended version of our previous work [13] in

which we propose a preliminary analysis of homophily

in Facebook to manage the problem of the data avail-

ability in a DOSNs. In this paper, we analyse homophily

more in details and from a general point of view with-

out considering the nature of the platform (decentral-

ized or centralized). We studied the movie preferences

exposed by users by exploiting the MovieDB database

to retrieve accurate information about the genre of our

Facebook pages. Indeed, our analysis has been executed

on a real Facebook dataset, from which we have extrap-

olated more than 45.000 movie pages of Facebook that

represent the preferences of about 300 Facebook users.

Results show that egos are similar to alters, in partic-

ular they are similar to friends with whom they have a

strong relation tie. Indeed, by considering the Dunbar’s

circles, users with a high tie strength are more similar,

and this similarity decreases moving from the inner cir-
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cle to the outermost one. This homophily can be easily

used for spamming or viral marketing in general. An-

other important point we address in this paper is the

user profiling. To understand if it is possible to profile a

user, we study how we can infer information about age

from the movie preferences and viceversa by considering

all the Facebook users of our dataset. Results show that

by clustering users with respect to the age attribute we

are not able to find similar movie preferences, instead

by clustering with respect to the movie preferences, we

found that 50% of the clusters consist of users whose

age difference does not exceed 20 years. This means that

it is possible to obtain information about users, such as

age in our case, by exploiting information about user

profile, like the movie preferences.

We plan to extend our work by investigating more

in detail the similarity between users and by analysing

their temporal behaviour. Moreover, we want to inves-

tigate other features of the social profile, such as music

and/or book preferences to better understand the be-

haviour of users. Finally, we plan to extend the anal-

ysis by considering other clustering algorithms which

provide communities of different types.
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